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Dr. Marcou Working On Math.
Contract From Air Force
by William Doyle
A student pacing the upper cor- year, Dr. Marcou is working on a
ridor of the Student Activities $68,000, ten-month contract, and
Building wonders just what causes has the help of two full-time and
the infernal racket pouring from three part-time assistants.
Room 208. He sees against one
John Benedetto, a member of the
wall a dull gray monster not unlike senior class and of the math honor
program, spends his time at SAB
an oversized film splicer.
In a far corner looms a tall gray assisting Dr. Marcou, along with
machine that resembles a 150 cubic Mr. James West, a graduate stufoot Amana freezer with a front dent in mathematics. Two parttime assistants, Margaret Gardner
like a Christmas tree.
He might be interested to know and Robert Mclnerney, help in the
that the astronomical value of the programming and arrangement of
equipment in this one sequestered processed data.
Adequate description of their
work is largely impossible in the
limited confines of a news feature,
but in outline it amounts to this.
The earth is ringed by various
layers of atmosphere. At the risk
of insulting our scientist friends,
let me remark that at a distance
of about 80 kilometers from the
earth there is a layer of air known
as the ionosphere. It is this electrically charged belt that renders
radio transmission practicable.
Because of the earth's curvature,
radio signals broadcast from one
point on the surface would ordinarily beam in a straight line right
out into space. The electrical particles in the ionosphere reflect and
diffract these signals, so that radio
broadcasting is possible. Until
about fifteen years ago, little was
known about this electron density
except its existence.
That the density varies is proven
to most of us by the sometimes
DR. RENE MARCOU
weak receptions on our radios. But
just what is the density, and how
cubicle of the vast area of Boston does it vary with the
depth of the
College could put, at current rates, ionosphere? That's what Dr.
Marabout fifteen undergraduates
cou and his staff are helping to
through our dear Alma Mater with find
out.
just about three dollars a week pin
To start with, a rocket is fired
money. But so what? What do into the
two radio
ionosphere,
these munificient monstrosities do? signals of differentand
frequencies
Just this.
(Continued on Page 2)
Dr. R. J. Marcou, professor of
mathematics at B. C. was awarded
a contract in December of 1954 to
develop mathematical formulae to
be employed in conjunction with
the processing of data obtained by
the Air Force's Upper Air research
program. At that time, the conA one-day conference on New
tract's value amounted to $4,000.
Dr. Marcou worked alone, a small England consumer problems is to
part in a still relatively small be presented by the Boston College
Department of Economics, Nov. 21,
program.
cooperation with thirty-two intime,
Since that
to paraphrase in
Rogers and Hammerstein, "Space dividuals and organizations which
has been bustin' out all over." This are active in the civic, educational,
and social fields.
Included in this group are such
prominent personalities

as Judge

The

community.
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TUITION INCREASED
Humanities Series
Features Fowlie
Second in the series of this
year's Humanities Lecture will be
Wallace Fowlie, who will speak on
"The French Theatre Today." The
talk is scheduled for Thursday,
October 29, at 8 P.M. in the Bapst
Library auditorium. Mr. Fowlie is
recognized as one of the leading
authorities on French literature in
the country today, and he is especially noted for his work on the
religious revival. The mere listing
of his publications fills more than
eight typewritten pages.
Born in Brookline, Mr. Fowlie
received his 8.A., M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees from Harvard. After teaching at Harvard while working for
his graduate degrees, Mr. Fowlie
joined the Bennington College faculty. Thence he moved to Yale and
the University of Chicago, and in
1950 he returned to Bennington.
He was a Guggenheim Fellow in
1948-49, and a Newbury Library
Fellow in 1951 and 1953.
At present Mr. Fowlie is foreign
editor of Poetry magazine, and
he is a contributor to numerous
literary reviews. Among his most
famous publications is his translation of Rimbaud's Illuminations. It
was these poems that inspired Paul
Claudel to enter the Church. Probably, most of Mr. Fowlie's lecture
will center around the drama of
Claudel, which combines medieval
mystery forms with modern techniques. Claudel's work has three
aspects, that of poet, dramatist,
and defender of the Catholic faith.
Mr. Fowlie regards Claudel as one
of the most interesting and greatest poets of the century because of
his unification of poetic and religious comprehension.

Fr. McEwen Chairman Of
N. E. Consumer Meeting

Red Cross Bloodmobile
pulled away from Lyons Hall yesterday riding lower to the ground
than an Italian sports car. The
reason for its amazing readability
was the cargo of Boston College
blood collected during the annual
campus Blood Donor Day. Donors,
including students, faculty
and
maintenance personnel, had opened
their veins in an enthusiastic response to the urgent need for blood.
John Mullen, general chairman
of the drive, and his student committees made the demands of people forced to depend on public
blood banks the basis of their appeal. Blood collected through their
efforts will be sent to the NewtonWellesley, Waltham and Chelsea
Naval Hospitals among others in
this area.
A great many of the Donors
came from the ranks of the R.O.T.C.
Cadets were excused from classes
to make their donations possible.
Rev. Francis P. McManus, S.J.,
dean of men of C.8.A., made the
arrangements with the Red Cross.
A past member of the Board of
Directors of the Newton Red Cross,
he has been chiefly responsible for
providing this chance for Boston
College to donate its blood for the

(See Page 5)
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B. C. Blood Departs
In Large Quantities

B.C.
FRESHMEN

FR. ROBERT McEWEN
Jennie Loitman Barron; Benjamin
J. Dorsky, President of the Maine
State Federation Labor Council;
Mr. George A. Michael, Director of
the Bureau of Consumer Products
Protection of Massachusetts; Mr.
Edward J. McCormack Jr., Attorney General of Massachusetts; and
Mr. Aaron J. Bronstein, President
of the Jewish Community Council
of Metropolitan Boston. The Consumers Union of the United States
and the Massachusetts State Labor

Council of the AFL-CIO are two
very influential organizations active in this conference.
General chairman of the program
will be the Rev. Robert J. McEwen,
S.J., of the Advisory Consumers
Council to the Attorney General of
Massachusetts as well as Chairman
of the Department of Economics at
Boston College.
The program wil be held on November 21st in Campion Hall. Registration will be held from 9:00 A.M.
until 9:30 A.M. Immediately following there will be a keynote
address by the Attorney General
and a report on Federal Measures
for Consumer protection by Mr.
George Barrick, Commissioner of
the Food and Drug Administration
in Washington, D.C.
Included in the four planned
sessions will be discussions on
problems which are actively important to us today: state measures
for consumer protection, the problems of consumer prices, advertising today, and the cost of credit.
There will be a luncheon at
Lyons Hall indicating the halfway
mark of the conference. After an
invocation by Msgr. Francis J.
Lally, '40, Editor of THE PILOT,
there will be a talk by Professor
Colston E. Warne on European
Consumers Organizations. Following Professor Warne's
speech,
there will be an address by the
Honorable John D. Dingell, a Member of the House of Representatives.
The program promises to be interesting and educational in view
of the great number of experts who
will have an opportunity to give
their opinions on these very vital
problems
facing the consumer
today.

UNDERGRADUATE RATE $900,
EFFECTIVE IN SEPTEMBER
The Administration announced today that tuition in
the undergraduate colleges of
Arts and Sciences, Business,
Education, and Nursing will
be increased $100, effective in
September of 1960.
A necessity for continued
improvements in the compensation of the faculty, the addition of new faculty members,
and a steady rise in operating
costs were given as some of
the reasons for the increase.
The Board of Trustees felt
that an announcement at this
early date would be helpful to
students who have difficulty
in financing their education

and need to budget their funds
carefully.
The Administration stressed
that a significant share of the
income from this tuition increase will be devoted to the
development of student facilities and services as well to
the various programs of financial aid to students in the form
of loans, scholarships and increased job opportunities.
It was also emphasized that
no deserving student will be
forced to terminate his education because of insufficient
funds to meet the increase.
This will mark the fourth
tuition increase at Boston College over a five year period.

AN EDITORIAL

The Case for Tuition
It is not to be supposed that the recent announcement of the $100
increase in university tuition will be met with any intense approval
on the part of the general student body. Indeed, there will be those
of the cafeteria set, we assume, who will muster sufficient energy to
hurl some cleverly imagined vitriolic phrases at St. Mary's Hall. And
there is always that small percentage of the intellectually indifferent
who will view the increase as a mere inconvenience of spending another
hundred dollars on another year of practical intellectual stagnation.
To such we can only offer our sympathy. Anything else they will
ignore. To the large majority, however, we take this opportunity to
present the cause of the tuition rise. The cost of educating a student
in a university has in recent years rapidly increased. In a survey conducted by St. Lawrence University, the average cost of educating one
individual was determined to approximate $1,200 a year. What then
contributes the $300 difference at Boston College? Various grants, the
careful administration of funds of the Jesuits, and most of all, the
privation of the lay faculty. Far from resenting this recent increase,
we should follow the example of the students of Tufts, who last year
publicly thanked university officers for holding tuition cost down to
$1,000. In effect we should be thankful to accept a little less charity
and contribute more to our own education.
A cursory examination of any of the comparable institutions in this
area would reveal high tuitions, ranging from $1,000 to $1,500, despite

fantastic endowments in hundreds of millions of dollars. Harvard
University, with a $1,250 tuition fee and an enviable endowment fund,
is engaged in a cash fund-raising program to raise $83 million, all of
which is hardly calculated to keep the ivy on university buildings.
Brandeis University, 90 years our junior, has a record high fee of $1,250.
Tufts recently announced an increase of $300 for the academic year
1960-61, bringing the rate to $1,300. Boston University, vainly attempt(Continued on Page 4)

CBA Holds Annual Open House
Sunday For Freshman Parents
On Sunday the twenty-fifth of
October, the College of Business
Administration will hold a Freshman Parents' Day on Campus.
The purpose of the get-together
is to acquaint the parents with the
University and in particular with
the College of Business Administration. The program will begin at
2:00 P.M. in the auditorium of
Bapst Library. The parents and their
sons will be greeted by Very Rev.
Michael P. Walsh, President of the
University; Rev. W. Seavey Joyce,
Dean of CBA; and Christopher
Flynn, Associate Dean. Joseph
Carty, President of the Student

Senate, will also greet the guests.
Department heads as well as
faculty members from CBA will be
on hand to meet and discuss problems with those who are interested
in questioning them.
The group will be served refreshments in Lyons Cafeteria and entertained with songs by the Margolds. The movie "Towers on the
Heights" will be shown.
The Freshman Parents' Day is
an annual affair in the College of
Business Administration and serves
to enlighten the parents as well as
the students concerning the many
aspects of their school.
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Father Drinan Cites Papal
Challenge To World Unity

...

(Continued from Page 1)
are transmitted to it. The highfrequency signal is unimpeded by
the electron density, but the low
frequency signal is measurably impeded. An electronic device in the
rocket measures the interval between the times of arrival of the
two signals, and radios data about
it back to receiving stations on the

earth.

Solvent Sub Turri
Sought by Collectors
& S Seniors:
On Monday, October 26, the
Section Collectors for the 1960
Sub Turri will be making themselves known to you. In essence
their job is very simple; their presence in your section is to make
your purchase of the Sub Turri
as easy as possible for you.
For your convenience, the purchase of the Sub Turri has been
divided into three payment periods,
the first of which ends November

A

Needed:
People to teach Christian Doctrine Mondays at 9 A.M. See Fr.
Shea, Lyons 213 A.

(Heights Photo by Greg Burke)

The above photo was taken at a reception sponsored by the Foreign
Students' Advisor's Office. Pictured from left to right are: Jose Basulto,
Cuba; Chandra Bhatia, India; Rev. Paul A. FitzGerald, S.J.; James E.
Tonra; Bharti Trivedi, India; and Mr. Weston M. Jenks, Jr., Foreign
Student Advisor.

Literary Censorship Could be Seen
Less Strict in Light of Total Work
>

This data is recorded on film, and
the film readings are arranged in
sequence and transferred to individual IBM punch cards. The cards
are then fed into a machine which
makes a graph of the curve described by them. The cards are
again fed into a computer which
simplifies it and produces another
graph with a less complex curve.
This curve is then fed into a second
computer which plots a graph of
the varying density of electronic
charge in the ionosphere in relation
to its depth.
In the simplification of these
graphs during the various stages
of their processing is involved a
tremendously complex system of
mathematics. It is this development
of formulae to enable the data to
be processed by computers that is
the work of Dr. Marcou.
He has already developed the
formulae to be applied to the second computer in the series described above. His present work is
concerned with developing the formulae to be used with a new sort
of recording of film which would
considerably simplify the process,
so that future generations of Boston College students will have less
difficulty in understanding this
article's successor a few years
from now.
Relatively unknown projects
such as Dr. Marcou's are the most
valuable means of advancing its
scientific faculties that a university can possess. Research agencies
are concerned only with what practical contributions are being made
when they award their contracts.
As a result of Dr. Marcou's work,
and the work of others like Fr.
Daniel Linehan of the geophysics
department, other research contracts have been awarded to B.C.
In addition to attracting notoriety,
though, this sort of projects provides experience for mathematics
students like John Benedetto, and,
not least of all, affords B.C. extra
income.

Economics Acad.
Hears Prof. Harris
The Economics Academy met on
Oct. 14 to hear Professor Seymour
Harris speak on U. S. policy since
1952. The lecture contrasted the
economic policies of the Republican and Democratic parties and
analyzed the record of the present
administration. Professor Harris
was provocative and frankly in
favor of the Democratic program,
but he insisted that policy positions are based on value judgments
rather than on economic analysis.
On Oct. 28 the Academy will
meet in Room 220 of Fulton Hall
at 4:00 P.M. to hear Professor
Everett Hagen of M.I.T. United
States interest in the Economic Aid
Program will be the subject of
Professor's Hagen's talk.
This meeting will be the last
chance for members of the Academy to pay their dues. Attendance
for members is mandatory. Also
at this meeting there will be a picture taken by the Sub Turri of all
the Senior members who have paid
their dues.
20th, and the First Payment Week
starts the week of Oct. 26 in Arts
Sciences.
By making your first payment to
the Section Collector this coming
week, you'll be helping us on the
Sub Turri and be making the Sec-

&

tion Collector's work that much
easier.
Your Section Collector has been
thoroughly instructed in the proper collection and receipt procedure
but a word of caution to each
Senior: Insist upon a properly
filled out receipt and save these
receipts, for you will not be able
to receive your Sub Turri without
them.
Note: Collections under the same
system have already started in the
School of Education and CBA.

Exclusively for the College Crowd

The Perfect Rendezvous for College Students

Hotel BEACONSFIELD
Hotel SOMERSET

Stag $1.25

?

-

Every Friday

Every Saturday

Couples $1.90

It s a greater sm not to read
good books than it is to read bad

ones."
These were the concluding words
of Rev. Robert F. Drinan, S.J.,
Dean of the Boston College Law
School, as he addressed the Bellarmine Law and Government Academy on "The Catholic Church and
Censorship."
In his dual role of lawyer and
priest, Fr. Drinan distinguished between what's universally recognized as hard-core pornography
and literature which has immoral
content but has been declared legal
for general distribution. The Catholic Church, he emphasized, like
every other body dedicated to moral
principles, must concern itself
with this type of literature. However, Catholic groups should weigh
carefully the consequences of possible repercussions before taking
action on literature deemed to be
so injurious to morals as to require
efforts to combat its effects.
Fr. Drinan questioned whether
a "crusade" to suppress obscenity
exaggerates the importance of this
phase of evil with relation to the
non-obscene yet corrupting books
and ideas of respected post-Christian writers. He decried the use of
such "power tactics" as threats of
boycott against stores which may
sell offensive or corrupting books;
he also objected to such tactics
with reference to theaters which
show these kinds of motion pictures. They only serve to give the
Church a black eye, he said.
Books should be judged with regard to their total import and purpose and not from selected immoral
passages, for realistic works of
literature concerning man will involve immoral passages in order to
justify and substantiate misfortune
and strife or remorse and retribution.
Too-stringent
enforcement of
literary censorship, said Fr. Drinan, may be the partial cause of
the lamentable lack of literary
creativity in Catholic authors. He
speculated as to whether the
Church had taken too negative an
approach to censorship in telling
her members what not to read and
had neglected, in part, her function
of fostering a taste for good literature among her members.
This is the sin of omission to
which Father Drinan referred when
he remarked: "It is a greater sin
not to read good books than it is
to read bad ones."

By BEATRICE HANLEY
selves grief, but because God intended by the law of nature that
the nations of the earth form one
family."
The late Holy Father had always
shown extreme willingness to cooperate with world efforts such as
the United Nations. In 1944 the
Pope expressed by implication the
hope that the Dumbarton Oaks
proposal would be successful by
stating that "an essential point in
any future international arrangement would be the formation of an
organ for the maintenance of
peace, of an organ invested by
common consent with supreme
power to whose office it would also
pertain to smother in its germinal
state any threat of isolated or
collective aggression."
Father Drinan points out that
"although the Pope spoke almost
as bluntly as the American hierarchy about the limitations of the
U.N., the Pontiff, like the American bishops, had repeatedly urged
the fullest cooperation with this
less than perfect world organization.
"Pius XII very firmly committed
the Holy See to support of the
basic principles behind the movement for world federalism.
By asserting that the present
legal machinery to preserve the
peace is inadequate, the late Pope
had at least inferentially stated
that the United Nations is a compromise solution among nations too
jealous of their own sovereignty
to form a union of nations which
would be in fact a supranational
federation outlawing war and giving juridical enforceability to the
unity of mankind."
Father Drinan raised the question as to whether Catholics do
not have a. special obligation to
carry on the work of Pope Pius
XII. "Do not Catholics, for example, have obligations to insist
on the ratification of the Genocide
pact, and to work for the re-organization of the U.N. in order to make
it more consistent with that world
institution which Pius XII stated
should have "supreme power?"
The charge of the late Pontiff
certainly applies to us all.
"The task confided in you by
Providence in this crucial hour is
not to conclude a weak and timid
peace with the world but to establish for the world a peace really
worthy in the sight of God and
man."

"When death called Pope Pius
XII at 3:52 a.m. on Thursday, October 6, 1958, the world stood still in
awesome admiration of the Pope
of Peace whose ringing words and
slender white-clad figure had become a unique and beloved symbol
of stability and love during the
previous two decades which had
witnessed the worst upheaval in
the history of the world."
These are the opening words of
an address given by Rev. Robert
Drinan, S.J., Dean of the Boston
College/ Law School, to the Catholic
Association for International
Peace. Father Drinan's address,
given at Washington, D. C, this
morning was entitled: Pius XIFs
Legacy to World Federalism.
Father Drinan pointed out that
twenty of the CAIP's annual gatherings were held during the pontificate of Pius XII. Indeed, it would
not be an exaggeration to say that
the late Pope's magnificent leadership in urging a true community
of nations contributed a great deal
of inspiration for those dedicated
men and women who have made
the CAIP one of the most vital
Christian groups in the entire
English-speaking world.
Pius XII left a valuable legacy
to the family of nations concerning
the urgency of their living together under a rule of love and of law.
As Father Drinan stated: ". . now
that the voice of this century's
most respected diplomat and most
beloved servant of peace is silenced
forever, it is appropriate to consider what this gifted jurist stated
concerning the Church's position
on the growth and development of
international juridical institutions.
Aside from the obligation of always re-examining what the Papacy is
teaching, the present
re-appraisal has a special urgency
in view of the fact that American
Catholics seem to manifest a massive reluctance to endorse any
form of internationalism which requires the smallest surrender of
American sovereignty."
The late Pope urged an international brotherhood of men. In his
first encyclical he stated that "this
new order of the world must rest
. on the solid rock of natural
law and Divine Revelation." Father
Drinan stated "This 'solid rock' is
the very essence of the Papal
Plan for Peace; the nations of the
world should join together not because they will thereby spare them.

.

R.O.T.C. News
Captain Edward Bradford has
returned to duty as an instructor
in M. S. 1. Captain Bradford has
been absent since the beginning
of classes due to an emergency
appendectomy which he underwent
during the summer.
The Lewis Drill team has resumed activities in full swing. The
Varsity team will march in Quincy
on Nov. 11 and the Freshman team
is to march in Natick on the same
day.
The newly-elected officers of the
drill teams are: Joseph Nadeau,
CO. Varsity drill team; Peter
Roughan, CO. Junior Varsity;
Roderick Heath, CO. Freshmen.
The Freshman drill team is 50
members strong, largest number
ever.

The whole University as well as
the ROTC is looking forward to the
Pittsburgh game at which there
will be a demonstration by the
entire cadet brigade. This event
will be televised in color.

Canaries From
Newton "Sing"?
By J. RODDY CANNON
On Tuesday afternoon, October
20, Welch Hall was invaded by
three exports from Newton College
of the Sacred Heart. The singing
belles stood at the rear of Lyons
cafeteria and gave forth the familiar strains of "For Boston." It
seems, however, that, somewhere
on the journey from Newton to the
Heights, the lyrics of our school
song were somewhat altered. Much
to the dismay of their audience,
these rabble-rousers expressed hallucinations about B.C.'s never winning a football game, and having
no hope for a brighter future, for
"The Cross will win again." The
representatives of this neighboring
institution were sent scurrying
back to their vehicles dragging
their name cards behind them.
What was the overall reaction
to this scene??" Who needs Sacred Heart girls?"

FOR SALE
1949 Chevrolet
Station Wagon

iKe&ervoir

Good Condition

Delicious Home-Cooked
Dinners

?

Call

95^

1939 Beacon St.
Cleveland Circle
LO 6-9493
And featuring world famous
Budweiser Beer on Tap

Jack O'Brien
OC 3-1399

Wanted: B. C. students
wear our Tuxedos at all
their formal affairs.
BROOKLINE FORMAL WEAR
to

392 Harvard St., Brookline
AS 7-1312
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Debating Society
Invades Airwaves
On Wednesday evening at 7:30
on WBCB the Boston College Debating Society will hold a radio
debate on the current Boston political issue?Collins vs. Powers.
This is the first in a proposed
series of bi-weekly debates to be
given over the air by BC's debaters.
Plans are now being completed
for BC's first tournament activity
of

the year. Novice teams will go

to MIT on Oct. 31 and Dartmouth
on Nov. 7, while Varsity teams will
go to Tufts on Nov. 14 and Dec. 5.

Placement Bureau
The Boston College Placement Bureau announced that students
of the class of 1960, who qualify, may register at the Bureau in Alumni
Hall for interviews with representatives of various companies.
The requirements are to look at the column in which your major
is listed for the company with whom you wish an interview. Sign up
at the Placement Bureau after 3 P.M. on the sign-up date. If you cannot make that date, sign up on any day thereafter, at any time. The
Bureau also requests you to leave your name and major. You will be
notified when your appointment will take place. Sign up only for the
companies in which you are interested.
This is a partial list of companies that have arranged interview
appointments as of this date. Further listings will follow in the Heights.
Sign-up Date

As in the past, the Debating So- NOVEMBER '59:
11/2/59
ciety extends an open invitation to
Afler .i 11.111.
all clubs and organizations on cam11/4/59
pus to meet in public debate on any
Alter 3 p.m.
subject of interest or controversy.
11/10/59
After 3 p.m.
Contact either Dr. Mahoney at the
School of Ed. or Pres. John R. Mc11/20/59
Alter 3 p.m.
Nealy (A & S '60). The next meeting well be on Monday at 4 P.M. in
G-305.

Mendel Club Elects
Officers, Hears Tocci

DECEMBER "59:
12/1/59
After 3 p.m.
12/1/59
After 3

p.m.

The Mendel Club organized for
12/2/59
the 1959-1960 season at successive
Alter 3 p.m.
meetings on October 2nd and Octo- JANAUARY 1960:
1/5/60
ber 9th with the enrollment of close
After 3 p.m.
to two hundred members and election of officers.
1/5/60
The new officers are: Thomas
After 3 p.m.
MacLean '60-President, John Mc1/6/60
Namara '61-Vice-President,Thomas
After 3 p.m.
Geagan '61-Secretary, and Henry
McQueeney '60-Treasurer.
1/7/60
On Tuesday evening, Oct. 13th,
After 3 p.m.
Dr. Tocci, a graduate of Boston
1/14/60
College and Georgetown UniverAfter 3 p.m.
sity Dental School, addressed the
club on the field of Dentistry. Dr.
1/14/60
Tocci emphasized the current deAfter 3 p.m.
mand for well-qualified dental
1/14/60
students.
After 3 p.m.
The next meeting of the club will
be held today. Films on modern
1/15/60
After 3 p.m.
techniques in stomach surgery will
be shown.
1/15/60
After 3 p.m.

Fr. W. D. Sullivan
To Give Retreat
The second on-campus weekend
retreat for male students will take
place Saturday, Oct. 31 at 9:00 A.M.

1/18/60
After 3
1/18/60
After 3
1/19/60
After 3

p.m.
p.m.

p.m.

The Juniors in the School of Education have just completed more
elections!
This week it's Joan Angino, John
Hurley, Grace Enos, Joan Breslin
and Gerry Miller who have been
voted section representatives. Their
jobs will consist of collecting dues,
attending special meetings and
generally informing their section
of the news made by the class.

2/2/60
After 3 p.m.
2/2/60
After 3 p.m.
2/3/60
After 3
2/3/60
After 3

COPY DUE

NEXT
THURSDAY

p.m.

Coming

11/13/59
11/17/59
11/19/59

12/2/59

National Starch & Chemical Corp., New York, New York
CHEMISTRY only
for Research, Development &
Sales
12/10/59
Sy.vania Lighting Products Co., Salem, Mass.
MANAGEMENT, ECONOMICS & ANY OTHER MAJOR WHO HAS A SINCERE INTEREST IN PRODUCTION WORK
12/10/59
Union Carbide Chemical Co., S. Charleston, West Virginia
CHEMISTRY only?for Research
12/11/59
?

2/4/60
After 3

p.m.

2/4/60
After 3

p.m.

2/5/60
After 3

p.m.

p.m.

2/9/60
After 3 p.m.
2/9/60
After 3 p.m.
2/9/60
After 3 p.m.
2/10/60
After 3
2/10/60
After 3
2/11/60
After 3
2/11/60
After 3

p.m.

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Student Advisors

Thomas J. Birmingham '60,
Scholar of the College, lectured on
current research projects at Brookhaven Laboratories as the local
chapter of the National Physics
Honor Society held its first open
meeting of the school year last

Tuesday.
Birmingham, a summer employee
at Brookhaven, explained in detail
projects involving the Van de
Graaff generator, with which he
worked most of the summer.
A film entitled "Dr. Brattain on
Semi-Conductor Physics" will be
shown at the next meeting, October
28. The public is invited. Those interested in joining Sigma Pi Sigma
may obtain information from the
chapter advisor, Dr. Frederick E.
White or from Charles Glashauser
'61, Robert Reagan '62, Richard
Rogalin '62, John Donahue '63, or
Victor Rorman '63, Society representatives.

As part of a plan for closer communication between the students of
this university and the library, Rev.
Brendan Connolly, S.J., Director of
Libraries, has suggested that a
committee of student representatives, one from each school, be

formed.

The prime function of this undergraduate library committee would
be to act as an advisory group on
matters concerning the needs of the
student and the library policies.
This would be an official channel
to the library and could be an effective instrument for cooperation
between library staff and students.
With the approval of the college
deans, each Student Senate Bar
elected a committee member to act
as a liaison with the library. The
elected representatives are: Thomas
C. Heffernan, A & S; William J.
Sharkey, C.8.A.; Nancy Bonazzoli,
School of Ed; Ruth Bower, School
of Nursing; and Agnes Cumm,

Evening School.

Has your organization made
arrangements to have your
group picture taken for the activities section of the SUB
TURRI? If not, contact Bob
Keating at the SUB TURRI office as soon as possible.

Sperry Gyroscope Co., Long Island, New York

M. S. MATH & BS & MS PHYSICS?for Production,
Test & Evaluation, Standards, Field Engineering &
Publications
1/13/60
Arthur Young & Company, Boston, .Mass.
ACCOUNTING ONLY?for Public Accounting
1/13/60
Burroughs Corporation, Detroit, Michigan
ACCOUNTING, FINANCE, MANAGEMENT, ECONOMICS & GEN. BUS.?For Controller's Division.
MUST WANT FINANCE CAREER.
1/14/60
John Hancock Life Insurance Co., Boston, Mass.
ALL MAJORS?for Management Training. MATH?
for Actuarial & Jrs in Math for Summer
1/15/60
Bell Systems?New England, New York & So. New England
ALL MAJORS WITH INTEREST IN TELEPHONE
PROGRAMS
1/28/60 and 1/29/60
Microwave Associates, Burlington, Mass.
CHEMISTRY, MATH & PHYSICS?for Production,
Test, Development & Design Engineering
2/2/60
Shell Oil Co., Boston, Mass.
&
Accounting.
ACCOUNTING
FINANCE?for
Prefer
Veterans in above?will take few non-vets.
2/2/60
America,
Boston,
Prudential Insurance Co. of
Mass.
ALL MAJORS: for General Training in Underwriting, Methods, Supervision, Cost Control, etc.
2/3/60
American Cyanamid Co., New York, N. Y.
only?for
Development,
Research,
CHEMISTRY
Manufacturing & Sales
2/3/60
Arthur Andersen & Co., Boston Mass.
ACCOUNTING only?for Public Accounting
2/4/60
Reuben H. Donnelley Corp., New York 17, N. Y.
GENERAL BUSINESS & MARKETING?for Sales
and Management Training (sales of Yellow Pages
Ads)
2/4/60
Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.
1: PHYSICS only?for Research, Development and
ACCOUNTING, FINANCE, MANAGEMENT &
MARKETING?for Finance and Accounting Management Training Programs

Ernst

Ernst, Boston, Mass.
ACCOUNTING only?for public accounting

!

2/5/60

&

2/5/60

Haskins & Sells, Boston, Mass.
ACCOUNTING only?for public accounting
Ford Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan
ACCOUNTING, FINANCE, MANAGEMENT, ECONOMICS, MARKETING?for ALL COMPANY COMPONENTS & PROGRAMS
Texaco, Inc., New York, N. Y.
ALL MAJORS?WHO HAVE SINCERE INTEREST
IN SALES AND MARKETING
Beech-Nut Life Savers, Inc., Canajoharie, N. Y.
ACCOUNTING?FOR FORMAL TRAINING PROGRAM
National Security Agency, Washington D.C
ALL MAJORS?WHO HAVE TAKEN THE N.S.A.
EXAM (to be given 12/12/59 at B.C.)?for Research
& Analysis in field of Communications.
2/11/60 &
Shawinigan Resins Corp., Springfield, Mass
CHEMISTRY only?for Research and Sales
General Motors Co., Framingham, Mass.
ACCOUNTING & FINANCE
for Comptrollership.
Top Men.
Shell Oil Co., New York, N. Y.
CHEMISTRY, BS & MS?for Research
Procter & Gamble Dist. Co., Boston, Mass.
ALL MAJORS WITH DEFINITE INTEREST IN
SALES
Crawford & Company, New York, N. Y.
ALL MAJORS?for Casualty Insurance Adjustors
Gillette Company, Boston, Mass.
ACCT., MGMT., FINANCE, MARKETING
FOR
TRAINING Programs
VETERANS CHEM &
PHYSICS for research
General Electric Co., New York. N. Y.
ACCT., FINANCE & ECONOMICS
for Business
Training Program?Above 80 Average
2/17/60 and
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Philadelphia, Penna
ALL MAJORS WHO HAVE GENUINE INTEREST
IN RETAIL EXECUTIVE TRAINING PROGRAM
Allied Purchasing Corp., New York, N. Y.
ECONOMICS, GENERAL BUSINESS, MARKETING,
EDUCATION, ENGLISH, HISTORY, SOCIAL
SCIENCES?for Executive Program in Merchandising
Sales Promotion and Personnel
U. S. General Accounting Office, Boston, Mass.
ACCOUNTING only?for Government Acct. Trainee
GS7
Filene's Sons Company, Boston, Mass.
ALL MAJORS?for Executive Training Program
Scovell, Wellington & Co., New York, N. Y.
ACCOUNTING only?for Public Accounting
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, New York, N Y
FINANCE, ECONOMICS, GENERAL BUSINESS,
MARKETING & ECONOMICS?for Jr. Exec, Security Analysis & Securities Sales
Dow Chemical Co., The, Midland, Michigan
MGMT., ECONOMICS, GENL BUSINESS, MARKETING, CHEM, NAT SCIENCE: for Sales, Production, Technical Service and Development
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington D.C.
MATH & PHYSICS only?for Research
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. New York, N. Y
ACCOUNTING only?for Public Accounting
Joy Manufacturing Co., Claremont, New Hampshire
MANAGEMENT only?for Manufacturing & Industrial Engineering

«j

2/8/60

2/9/60
2/9/60

"|

2/10/60

11l

2/12/60

I

2/11/60

H

IH

?

2/11/60

\u25a0

2/15/60
2/12/60
2/16/60

?

?

2/S/60
After 3

HUMANITIES

p.m.

Date

Burroughs Corporation, Paoli, Pennsylvania
MATH & PHYSICS only?fur Research
David Taylor Model Basin, Washington, D.C.
MATH & PHYSICS only?for Research
Itek Corporation, Waltham, Mass.
CHEMISTRY, MATH & PHYSICS?for Research
A Federal Investigative Agency, From Washington, D.C.
MA ECON., BS-HIST,' MOD LANG., SOC SCIENCES,
MA PHYSICS-MUST RANK top 25%-BE CITIZENS,
BE A U.S. CITIZEN-WILLING TO WORK ANYWHERE & INTERESTED IN FEDERAL INVESTIGATIVE WORK

2.

in St. Mary's Chapel. The exercises
continue throughout the day until
1/19/60
After 3 p.m.
7:30 P.M. on Saturday evening.
1/25/60
On Sunday services are scheduled
After 3 p.m.
from 9:00 A.M. to 3:30 P.M.
1/26/60
Rev. Wm. D. Sullivan, S.J., ChairAfter 3 p.m.
man of the Biology Dept. will give
the conferences and Rev. Charles
1/26/60
Reardon, S.J., Student Counselor of
After 3 p.m.
CBA will direct the rest of the pro1/27/60
gram. Fr. Sullivan has combined
After 3 p.m.
with his studies in biology an extensive experience in the work of FEBRUARY 1960:
retreats.
2/1/60
After 3 p.m.
Reservations for a place among
the retreatants may be made beginning on Monday by signing the 2/1/60
After 3 p.m.
list posted on the Student counselors' Bulletin Board at the foot 2/1/60
After 3 p.m.
of the north stairs in Lyons Hall.

Returns In On
Ed. Election

Company and Location
Majors interested In?Interviewing For:

Library to Have

Sigma Pi Sigma
Hears Birmingham

2/16/60

?

2/18/60
2/17/60

2/18/60

L
H

2/19/60

2/23/60

|

2/24/60
2/24/60
2/25/60
2/25/60

photo

HI

appointments
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ROBIN

,m

the
HOOD

~

m

4..
"What are you doing in my turf, Hood?" The King
snarled, nicking ashes off his blue pin-stripe.
"Just a social call," Robin the Hood smiled thinly,
"unless it was you who put the heist on Moll
Marian?" He pulled his slouch hat low over one
cold eye.
The King licked his fat lips. "I ain't seen the dame,
honest," he laughed nervously. "Look, why don't
you and your boys relax and drink a can of Schaefer
with me? They say it's got a smooth round tastenever sharp, never flat."
Fire Truck grabbed an empty Schaefer can from in
front of The King and crumpled it with one hand.
"You want I should lean on him a little, Boss?"
"Not yet," Robin the Hood said, speaking out of the
corner of his mouth. He put his hunting horn to his
lips and blew the notes of "What d'ya hear in the
best of circles?" From somewhere in the castle a
girl's voice answered, "Schaefer all around."

"I get heem now, eh, Boss?" Little Juan hissed. The
King made a lightning move for his shoulder crossbow, but Robin heat him to
the draw. "Suppose you
Jw,,,., rfg^j^^
bring Moll Marian out?" he
said softly
'

"Sure, Hood, sure-it was
only a little joke."

"?

-JPEI
:; :§jF
Wj

~-?«/?VP

2/23/60

2/23/60

Campus

cannot be made without a schedule of your free hours. This is
your last chance! Stop by the
SUB TURRI office, SAB 101,
and file a schedule immediately!

jSB

"Any more jokes like that,
King," Robin the Hood said,
"and you might find yourself in need of a little castle protection." He watched
Fire Truck and Little Juan put Moll Marian and
The King's Schaefer in the back of the black limousine, then he got in himself. "Sherwood Forest,
boys," he smiled, fingering the knot in his white tie,
"and step on it."

THE F. & M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY. N. Y.
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TOWER TO TOWN

Student newspaper of Boston College, published weekly on
Friday during the academic year, with the exception of the
Easter and Christmas holidays, and the exam periods, by and
for the students of the University. Address all correspondence
By BRENDA CROWLEY & JACK McNEALY
to The Heights, Student Activities Building, Boston College,
Chestnut Hill 67, Mass. Entered as second class matter at the
Subscription
price
per
year,
for
$3
$1.50
Boston Post Office.
Eagles Take Note:
servicemen. Advertising rates furnished on request.
Member of Associated Collegiate Press, Intercollegiate Press
The Dorm Council leads the social calendar this weekend with
and Catholic College Press Association
Unless otherwise announced:
events scheduled for tonight and tomorrow evening. A Jazz Concert
Deadline for Advertising and Copy: Noon of Monday prefeaturing the Jack Stevens Quintet will be held tonight in Campion Hall
ceding issue. Telephone: DEcatur 2-3200. Ext. 391, 392.

SECOND BALCONY

Auditorium from 8:30
12. The charge is $1. per person and $1.50 per
couple . . After the game tomorrow be sure to attend the Marquette
Victory Dance at the Boston Club, 46 Beacon Street, near the State
House on Beacon Hill. Music will be provided by the Clarence Deßrew
Septet and the donation is only $3. a couple. Be sure to join the team
and help celebrate the victory. Congratulations to the Dorm Council
for giving us a BC Weekend.
-
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Elsewhere
There is an All College Mixer tonight at 8 P.M. at American Legion
Hall on Chestnut Hill Ave., in Brighton. The price is $.99 . The Chi
Rho Club of St. Catherine's in Somerville is holding a Harvest Dance
The Lynn
tonight at the Logan Post in that city. Admission is $1.
Deanery Chi Rho holds a Spaghetti Supper and Dance tomorrow night
at St. John's Hall in Winthrop. For information contact Hal Turiello
at RE 8-7831.
.

.

.

.

Boston State Teachers College Newman Club holds a Square
Dance at the school gym Tuesday evening, Oct. 27th. The cost is but $.75.
About Town

by Brooks Van Etten

The night club scene appears to be rather interesting this week.
The Ink Spots are at Robinhood's Ten Acres in Wayland, and the
INC.
popular Johnny Mathis opens at Blinstrub's in South Boston the 26th.
For a change of pace try the new Ballad Room in the Copley Square
FRANCISCO
Hotel. They feature folk music nightly and on Sundays.

THE CASE FOR TUITION-

Continuing in the musical vein, Mail orders are now being accepted
for the one night engagement, Nov. 6th, of the Kingston Trio at
The Stan Kenton Show will be at Symphony Hall
Symphony Hall
on Wednesday evening, Nov. 4th. The concert includes performances
by June Christy and The Four Freshmen.
.

(Continued from Page 1)
to hold cost down to $950, announced a $1,000 tuition
rate for next year.

SOUND
OF MUSIC

.

.

Score by Rogers and Hammerstein, book by Lindsay and Crouse, lavish production in the most sumptuous tradition of Broadway musicals: what more is
needed for the success of "The Sound of Music" that
opened last night at the Shubert? Nothing but Mary
Martin and seven lovely singing children. They give
it a stunning success. Based on the story of Maria
Von Trapp who left the convent to become the governess of a family, married the widowed father of
the seven children and then fled with them from the
Nazi persecution, this new production by four old
professionals uses all the sure-fire formulas of their
medium to achieve a glowing success.

On the theatrical scene don't miss Hal Holbrook in "Mark Twain
Tonight" at the Sanders Theatre in Cambridge. Mail Orders are being
Their best ingredient for perfection, however, is
The interesting fact to note is that each of these
. Dore another matchless
universities receives considerably more outside finan- accepted for the three performances Nov. 13th and 15th.
professional by the name of Mary
Highest
Tree is at the Colonial Theatre now.
cial aid than does Boston College. Yet none hesitate Schary's The
Martin. Without her, it would be hard to say how good
to bring about tuitional increases to the point where
At the movies you can take your pick of types of movies
. a show it would be. With her, there is no doubt whatthe student himself is self sustaining.
Porgy and Bess continues at the Astor, and The Big Fisherman at the soever. When she is on stage (fortunately, most of
This week's double feature at the Uptown is Hole in the Head the time), the whole theater is radiant with her perIt is hardly a question of the inability of the Gary .
sonality. Some of her songs might be better, but
majority of students, here to afford the new in- and The Blue Angel.
crease, but rather it is more likely a question of
nothing is better than her young heart, her warm
prudent expenditures of funds. The buying and In The Near Future
bounce, her lyric love, and even the appealing timbre
registering of automobiles, Spring trips to Bermuda
of her voice. Everything about Mary is poignant: her
and Florida, constant attendance at Junior week
The WRA is sponsoring a dance on Oct. 31 from 8-12 in Campion voice, her body, her manner, her whole person. She
activities, expensive football weekends?in the long Hall Auditorium. The donation is a very low $2.75 a couple and the can flood your heart with sunshine or drench it with
run, cost more than the hundred dollar-increase. It music is by Rudy Newman. So much enjoyment at such a low price is
rain. It's wonderful to have her back. Nellie Forbush
is simply a matter of the proper standard of values. assured.
and Peter Pan, make room for Maria Von Trapp.
For those who will honestly find this a matter
Seniors, look ahead to the semi-formal, "Senior Ball". This year
This new musical boasts the largest and most winof great financial inconvenience, may we suggest the
Sidney Hill Country Club is the location. December 11th, ning group of children seen on stage since "The King
Massachusetts Fund for Higher Education, which the beautiful
will make loans at a low interest rate through almost just before the holiday season is the date to remember.
and I," an old R&H formula that is always attracany bank and, in addition, the assurance of Fr.
That is just about it for this week. See you at the Boston Club . . tive. In this show, Miss Martin's scenes and songs
William V. E. Casey, Academic Vice President, that
with the children are irresistible. But, in musical comno deserving student will be forced to withdraw
edies, as in weddings, there must be something new
because of this increase.
as well as something old. And here the new is a conWe might assume and indeed hope that the
vent of singing nuns. It was a bold and imaginative
announced increase will be directed toward programs
stroke to feature Catholic nuns in a Broadway musiThe famed Boston College Marching Band reminiscent of the
of academic expansion and faculty pay increases.
cal. Risky, too. But they have brought it off
golden helmeted Roman legions marching on to meet the Egyptians at
Certainly we have a more than adequate athletic
brilliantly. The measure of this is seen early in the
Actium, have entertained countless thousands at Saturday afternoon
show when nuns launch into their very catchy song,
plant.
football gatherings, as well as parade crowds from here to New York.
"What are we going to do about a problem like
sight
justice,
We must not lose
of that
appreciapeek at the mailbag this week, along with general campus comA
Maria?" The audience can hardly keep from joining in.
tion of which should be particularly keen in a
university, that demands a higher compensation for ment discloses a feeling among students calling for a more suitable
Thanks to Rogers and Hammerstein, Lindsay and
intelligence than brawn?a justice which, by the way, collegiate uniform for their Alma Mater's Music Men. The tattered
Crouse,
and, above all, Mary Martin, American Cathalso demands that we, who not only receive the im- maroon and gold blazers may have seen better days, but what about a olics have a musical hit in their favor because
"The
mediate benefits of a fine university education, but more attractive replacement than the age old uniforms left over from
receive considerable monetary returns in the future, the charge on San Juan Hill and the helmets resurrected from Caesar's Sound of Music" is buoyant, tender, wholesome,
dramatic, sentimental, familial, human and catholic.
should be eager to render proper compensation to armory.
still needs some judicious editing and pruning, but
who
such
to
It
impart
knowledge
those
us.
The quality of the music certainly is deserving of a more worthy when it gets to Broadway, it will settle down for a
Let us remember, that with the low tuition rate attire for the music makers than is currently afforded. After all, they long run, at least for as long as Mary Martin cares
and the high caliber of training at Boston College, are representing Boston College, not V.M.I.
to stay with it.
we are among the more fortunate students. We
should not hesitate to pay the increase, but rather
welcome the opportunity of awarding to those who
instruct us something more than a salary unworthy
of a shop foreman in industry.
By Tim Guiney
Even stranger than the attitude about clothing is I guess. One little fellow was
To the Heights:
the attitude toward beards. In Havana, no chin is caught without his false beard
Saludos from Havana
While spending my junior year complete without one. On my first day of class I was one day; but he had it in his
abroad here at the Castro College stopped by Dino Mendeenes on the staircase as I was pocket. Dino accosted him, asking
my way to class in "Problems in Democracy" and
A fairly safe estimate of the amount of newsprint in Havana I have encountered a on
where it was. When the boy proof very strange customs. was refused admittance to class because my lip was
expended in condemnation or praise of collegiate number
duced it from the pocket of his
The new regime is very strict, for showing.
fatigues, Dino said "Go downstairs
student governments in student newspapers would there are still small outbreaks of
Dino explained to me that, "Here at C.C. everybody
and put it on. We own the buildbe somewhere in the neighborhood of ninety acres resistance to their domination of ees
normal. If you want to be a rebel, go to Boston ings, remember, so we make
of Canadian woodland. The basic arguments seem every area of life, especially among
the
Colleg-e or some place like that."
to boil down to the governments' attributing their the students at C.C.
rules."
Because of the obvious impossibility of growing a
At Freshman Fidelization Week,
inactivity to lack of interest on the part of the
These rules have led to a bit
beard
before my next class. I dashed back to my dorm, of grumbling
instance,
for
an
official
of
the
colnewspapers
student body while the
defend the stufrom the student
pulled it high enough body. Someone observed, logically
dents' apathy on the grounds that the government lege, Dino Mendeenes addressed put on a turtleneck sweater and
my chin to make it look as though I had tucked enough, that if Minnie Minoso himnever does anything that merits the student body's the students with regard to dress over
rules. "Everyone, and I emphasize my beard inside it. I was successful in this charade self came into the cafeteria he'd
attention.
everyone, must wear fatigues. We for two or three classes, but Old Dino grabbed me in be thrown out for not having a
Therefore, to end this vicious circle, we propose establish a fine costom of gentle- the cafeteria, pulled down my sweater and said "Ho, beard.
that the meetings of the Campus Council and the manly attire here at C.C. and many ho, senor. I have been een thees beesiness too long. I
That's about all for now. The
various Student Senates be made open to the public. people have complimented us on know all the treecks. Out you go!"
freshmen have asked me to ask
all,
how
neat
our
men
After
look.
my friends back home to send
For surely it is axiomatic to state that the survival
Some freshmen and all of the early admissions
when you go out een the beesiness
down any old discarded beards they
of a democracy depends on citizen interest. Perhaps
absolutely
students
are
of
beards.
incapable
growing
world after graduation, you won't
few students would take advantage of such an feel comfortable or appear confi- So they have devised false beards out of old fur- have lying around. They have already appealed to CARE for a
opportunity but at least it would give all parties dent onless you are accustomed to pieces. I understand that dyed muskrat is very popular
barrel of beard-growing hormones.
concerned no basis for complaint and would serve as wearing business dress. This is spe- in Havana this year. When the boys aren't wearing
Yours truly,
a reminder that citizens in a democracy get exactly cially important in government their beards they store them in little earthenwear
the type of government they deserve.
crocks in the cellar of the dorm. It keeps them moist,
positions."
Marmaduke Mud
.
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ROMAN LEGIONS

?

LETTER FROM HAVANA

Apathy, Apathy
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Preparation for War?
By JOSEPH
From last Sunday's New York
Times came the announcement
that Turkey is to get IRBM bases
in the near future with the potentiality of directing atomic warheads
to any part of European Russia
and much of central Asia. The
TIME reporter noted that the authorities are divided on how the
arrangement of the missile agreement should be handled. Some believe that we should be very
matter-of-fact, not being swayed
by Soviet feints in the direction of
disarmament. Others feel that
special public relations precautions
are needed to soften the blow upon
the disarmament negotiations. All
of this points up the fact that
despite attempts at disarmament
talks, this country has given up on
any success before the meetings
get off the ground.
This attitude is what C. Wright
Mills has called "crackpot idealism," that realism that has perpetuated the cold war and set this
country into an idiotic arms race
that is ever increasing in intensity,
that realism that intends to surround Soviet Russia with atomic
bases and thus "prevent" war. Not
one-tenth of the money, energy and
thought spent on the preparation
for World War 111 has been channeled toward any afternative proposal for a real avoidance of that
disaster. Lacking any program of
defense other than reaction to
Soviet build-ups, the government
counters threats with threats and

Sincerely yours,

John P. Keane,

Treasurer, Campus Council
To the Editor:
Charles Glasshauser on October
9th wrote some very sound reflections in a letter to you on ways to
make our participation in the annual Mass of the Holy Spirit a
full dress observance of the one
occasion each year when all the
academic community gathers as a
unit to address God.
I would call attention to a
monthly occasion in our university
life which has been traditional at
B.C. but has varied in observance
with the changes that have crowded us for space and time. I refer

Centennial Class

B.C.

by Ed McDonough

FRESHMEN

E. MULLIN
peace proposals with laughs. This
nation is headed in one direction,
war, and has no concept of how to
It is appropriate now to look
do otherwise. We say we hate war,
around and see what Boston Colyet blindly prepare for it; we say
lege will be like in 1963, the year
we want peace, yet reject all offers
we mark one hundred years as a
as insincere.
college. How can we tell what the
We must see ourselves as others campus will be in four years? That
see us: bragging of SAC, boasting can be answered by investigating
of atomic power, surrounding Russome of the changes and events
sia with border bases, and, then, that are taking place right now.
mouthing peace. Are we really any
The present freshman class will
different from the Soviets ?
At be the seniors and leaders of Bosleast the Russian ceases his threat- ton College when we reach the
ening actions when he proposes
100-year mark. It should be interpeace. We half-listen, spout sentiesting to see what preparations the
ments, and conclude a deal for a
University is making to end this
missile base on Russian borders.
and start our second century. The
Before any disarmament council process has already begun to some
can succeed, we must be willing to degree, but this year we are witplace full hope in it; we must demnessing one of the largest allonstrate our sincerity by acting around growths in the school's
as well as speaking like a peaceful history.
nation. We must realize that our
Let us examine at close range
national policy is blind and deter- this "class of '63." The entire class
must
ministic. We
approach the of 1390 represents 448 prep and
disarmament talks with a knowl- high schools from every New Engedge that to disarm is the only land state, New
York, New Jersey,
truly realistic policy. We must Connecticut,
Rhode Island, Marysense destruction in our present land, Pennsylvania, Washington,
policies and change them, before D. C, Delaware, Florida, Ohio, Virwe destroy ourselves and drag the ginia,
Venezuela, Peru, Cuba,
rest of mankind into the grave with Puerto
Rico, Iraq, Jordan and
us because of blind fumbling, lack Canada. There are approximately
of perspective, lack of hope for the
415 boarding freshmen this year,
peace that we so dearly desire.
which shows the spreading popuDisarmament may work if we dedi- larity of B.C. among high school
cate ourselves to it. It can only students beyond the Greater Boston
fail if we, as a nation, prepare for area.
and see no alternative to war.

Letters

To The Editor:
I am happy to assure two of
your correspondents in last week's
issue and all contributors to the
Fritz Freund Drive of last spring
that their money is safe in the
bank. We anticipate that the money
will be used to bring a "Fritz"
here next year. Last year's collection netted only $136.53 from the
student body. The sum is obviously
insufficient to pay for the transportation, board, and room of a
foreign student. After the excellent work by many committee
members and the cooperation of
the HEIGHTS, it was felt that to
announce the disappointing results
of the drive might be a fatal blow
to the whole project of bringing
foreign students to B.C. Hence last
year's Campus Council passed on
to the present group the task of
finding a more successful means of
raising funds. Profits from the recent mixer, added to last year's
collection, will enable the Council
to plan to bring a foreign student
here, and the Administration has
generously offered to provide full
tuition for any student brought
here under the Campus Council
program. Contacts have already
been made with Jesuit colleges in
the Philippines, in India, and in
Ethiopia to find a good male or
female student who is likely to be
a future leader in his own country
and to bring such a student here.
The value of understanding our
way of life, which will be learned
from his or her experience in
America, may produce dividends
around some future conference
table. The Campus Council will
continue to add to its treasury so
that it can expand its activity in
this area. Any suggestions for further student appropriations will be
heard and appreciated by your
student government.
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Part 2

To the Editor:
Last Saturday, I was quite surprised at the enthusiasm shown
by the B.C. fans. The previous
games of this season sorely lacked
the spirit that is usually associated
with college football games. This
renewed vitality among the spectators is probably due to our recent
victory over Villanova and the
early lead we gained over Dartmouth.
But a good deal of the credit, I
feel, goes to the B.C. Band, whose
enthusiasm and spirited music
lends so much color to the games.
It is unfortunate that, due to lack
of funds, they must depend upon
the ROTC for uniforms instead of
the traditional maroon blazers.
Nevertheless, though 20 members
short of their 100 men goal, this
year's band, under Mr. Siragusa's
direction, is by far the finest B.C.
has ever had.
But what has become of the baton
twirler who has performed at the
games for the past twelve years?
Has he left college or just lost
interest in it?
I sincerely hope that this rediscovered spirit will last for the
remainder of the football season,
and particularly at the nationally
televised Pittsburgh game.
Yours sincerely,
John E. Joyce
A. & S. '61

TOPS!

The Public Relations Office tells by many longer-established unius that most of the top-flight honor versities.
and advanced-placement students
Approximately 22 per cent of
come from such Jesuit prep, schools the freshman class receive finanPrep, B.C. High, cial aid in form of scholarships
as Brooklyn
Xavier, Gonzaga, St. Peter's and and grants from the college. AnFairfield. Most of the eight stu- other ten per cent are aided by
dents who come directly from their outside groups such as the Elks,
junior year in high school and a and the scholarship funds of high
good portion of those students who schools. There are several Merit
already have some college credit on Scholarship semi-finalists; there is
their records are from these Jesuit a General Motors scholarship winschools.
ner.
The freshman class has experiTo make some general stateenced a notable rise in enrollment ments about the freshman class,
in all the schools. The most signifi- we may notice that they are more
cant was in the School of Arts and interested in the facilities of the
Sciences, which now boasts of over University and are taking advan600 members. Statistics show that tage of these opportunities. More
the average college board aptitude time is being spent in the library.
test is 20 points over that of last With few exceptions, more studyyear's freshmen. Though this fig- ing seems to be going on in the
ure has been rising over a period dorms. More students are seeking

of several years, this has been the
largest jump to date. We can see
from this figure that the school
is certainly growing intellectually.
In the honors program there are
16 juniors, 44 sophomores, and 81
freshmen. These represent the top
two per cent of the country in their
college board scores. As we can see,
this group is increasing by leaps
and bounds, and by the time our
centennial rolls around, we can
safely say that Boston College will
possess a student body to be envied

advice from the Class Advisors.
More students are directing their
courses towards graduate studies
and are showing considerable interest in the abstract and speculative
sciences. We cannot leave out the
good prospects we see on the
freshman football team, which has
already demonstrated its ability.
We all wish continued success to
the freshmen and hope they can
strengthen the standing B.C. traditions and glorify even more the
reputation of Boston College.

by James Waters

SACCO-VANZETTI CASE

to the tradition of all students of
the university attending Mass on

the First Friday of each month and
receiving the Holy Eucharist as a
gesture of reparation to the Sacred
Heart of Jesus for so much dishonor done to Him by ourselves
and others. This demonstration of
loyalty and honor cannot take plact
at one time in one place as can the
Mass of the Holy Spirit. But the
unity of the traditional practice
lies in the sameness of sentiment
and gesture exercised by each one
at some time during the day whether it be in a parish church before
or after class hours, or at one of
the chapels of the university at the
times at which Mass is scheduled.
The solidarity in conviction and in
commitment which is ours as a
group finds fitting expression in
this tradition of the First Friday.
And the lay participation in the
offering of the Mass here on the
campus achieves in good part the
high level of appropriate observance which Charles Glasshauser so
well pointed out.
Yours truly,
Joseph G. M. Vidoli

-

Before beginning our discussion
of the circumstantial evidence in
the Sacco-Vanzetti case, we should
briefly review what we said last
week. In 1921 Sacco and Vanzetti,
two Italian immigrants, were on
trial for a payroll murder in 1920;
so far the evidence we have presented has been identification, both
pro and con, by eye-witnesses.
However, it was the circumstantial
evidence which really provided the
clinches.
Among this circumstantial evidence was a cap found at the scene,
identified by a friend of Sacco's
as looking like one of Sacco's,
which the prosecution claimed was
the same size as two of Sacco's
placed in evidence. Another claim
of the prosecution was that the
Harrington and Richardson revolver found on Vanzetti was the gun
carried by Berardelli. The defense
brought experts who said that this
gun could not have been Berardelli's, since Berardelli's had had a
new hammer inserted; the revolver
was twenty years old and the experts said that the hammer was no
newer than any other part. In attempting to explain where the gun
did come from, Vanzetti said he
bought it from a friend, who said
he bought it from someone named
Orciani. Ballistics experts testified
for the prosecution that one of the
bullets taken from the bodies had
been fired from a .32 calibre Colt,
had the same markings as bullets
fired from Sacco's Colt and that it
was of an obsolete, hard-to-purchase make. Sacco had several of
this make in his pocket. The prosecution also made a point of "consciousness of guilt." The men had
started to "go for their guns"
when arrested, and had lied to
almost every question asked at the
station. For this "consciousness of
guilt" the defense had a startling
reason?the keystone of the whole
case.
not
According to the defense
the prosecution, mind you
the
men acted as they did because they
thought they were under arrest for
radical, anarchistic opinions, and
draft dodging. It was the defense's
claim, and the claim of liberals
like Arthur Schlesinger, that these
men were being tried for their
political views. (In July 1920, Van?

?

zetti was convicted of an attempted armed robbery in Bridgewater,
and received a 12-15 year sentence.
This fact was kept from the jury
at the request of the Court to
eliminate prejudice.) Regardless of
this defense claim, the jury on
July 14, 1921, directed by the prosecutor Katzmann to "stand together, you men of Norfolk," found
both Sacco and Vanzetti guilty of
murder in the first degree.
Between July 14, 1921 and August 23, 1927, the date of execution,
followed the most spectacular attempt to free two convicted murderers in United States history.
The defense, which had complimented Judge Thayer as "one of
the most learned judges we have,
one whose ability is acknowledged
by the bar, by the judges of the
Supreme and superior courts, and
every court in this land," now accused him of the worst prejudice,
the most unfair handling of a
court. Motion after motion, charging misconduct by the foreman,
perjury by the witness Goodridge,
failure of the Commonwealth to
inform the defense of a witness,
perjury by Miss Andrews (she
signed the affidavit) were turned
down by Judge Thayer, who under
Massachusetts law had retrial
powers, on grounds that they did
not warrant a new trial.
The most important one, however, was the statement in 1926, by
one Celestino Madeiros, about to
be executed for another murder,
that he and his gang had committed the murders, not Sacco and
Vanzetti. This was thrown out by
Judge Thayer on the grounds that
Madeiros was only trying to delay
his own execution.
The Governor of Massachusetts,
Alvin T. Fuller, appointed a committee to investigate the trial,
composed of President Lawrence of
Harvard, President Stratton of
M.1.T., and Robert Grant, who had
served as a judge from 1893 to
1923. This committee found no
grounds for clemency, and thought
even less of Madeiro's confession
than did Judge Thayer; it found
that the trial had been fairly conducted. While Judge Thayer's
statements of his personal opinions outside the courtroom constituted "a grave breach of judicial

decorum," the record of the proceedings in court, stated the committee's report, showed no criticizable statements or conduct. All
eleven living

members

told the

committee that they had not been

prejudiced

by

Judge

Thayer's

attitude.
As far as the motions for a
retrial were concerned, the committee found no merit in them at
all, and declared that both Sacco
and Vanzetti had been proved
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.
Following this action, on August 3,
1927, Governor Fuller declared he
would not grant clemency. On
August 19, the district attorney
published a report by Calvin H.
Goddard?generally recognized as
the foremost ballistics expert in
America?that the bullet in question had definitely been fired from
Sacco's pistol.
From the day of the verdict,
left-wing groups throughout the
world staged sensational demonstrations to secure freedom for the
convicted killers.
Bombs were
thrown at American consulates,
ambassadors were threatened; the
liberal wing of the French Chamber of Deputies petitioned President Coolidge twice. Judge Thayer,
Governor Fuller, members of the
jury, and the prosecutor were
threatened; the house of one juror
was actually blown up, and guards
were placed around the houses of
the other threatened parties. Finally the whole case became a question of whether Massachusetts law
and justice would break down in
the face of violence and threats.
To Liberals and other left-wing
elements these two men were guilty
not of murder but of holding radical views, and were slaughtered on
the altar of reactionary justice. In
the view of this writer, the case
was just the opposite. The strategem by the defense, throwing in
radicalism, resulted in confusing
the case, since no jury could acquit
these murderers after all the evidence presented. All it succeeded in
doing was making martyrs out of
the two individuals who hated the
American economic and political
system. Parmenter and Berardelli
are forgotten, while these killers
have become two of the most famous criminals of history.

ahr
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IVY SCARS GONE,
B.C. TOPS GREEN
Not satisfied with the destruction of Villanova,
Boston College turned its talons toward the Ivy
league and proceeded to emulsify The Big Green of
Dartmouth last Saturday before a disappointing
crowd of 17,000.
Following the first quarter, when Dartmouth threatened to take the lead, the Eagles ran the Ivies into
the ground.
After Jimmy Sullivan returned the opening kickoff
to the B.C. 28, Johnny Amabile started to earn his
keep. First it was a thirteen-yard pass to Tom Casey
on the 41. A flat pass, to Casey again, penetrated
Dartmouth territory to the 49. Amabile then whisked
another one into the eager hands of Larry Eisenhauer

the day. Frank Robotti atoned for his fumble with
Thirteen carries, good for 43 yards in the march.
Frank went over from the one to culminate the
drive. Kirouac finally proved to be human and missed
the extra point.
On the next series of downs, Gundy fumbled on
his own 10 and Kirouac recovered. Vinnie Hogan
tore around left end on the first play for the score,
Amabile picked out Hogan again, this time with a
pass, for two markers and a 21-6 halftime lead.
Dartmouth couldn't move after the second-half
kickoff, and a poor quick kick gave B.C. the ball on
the enemy 32. Two runs by Robotti and Hogan
and a pass, Amabile to Hogan, gave B.C. two first
downs to the eight.
In three plays the Eagles were back on the ten
with a fourth down. Amabile took aim again and
found Hogan alone on the five. Vinnie (selected as
the outstanding player of the game) made a shoestring catch, and leaped into paydirt for six digits.
Lou "the toe" kicked the P.A.T. and the Homebodies
had a 28-6 lead.
Late in the third period, Van Cott fumble was re-

Amabile starts long aerial

the 26. Ike pushed his
halters were applied. Tom

(Heights Photo by Greg Burke)

to the six before the
Casey found a large hole
on the next play and hit the final stripe without much
opposition for the first six points of the day. Kirouac
was denied an extra point because of an offside, but
booted the next one halfway up the seats in the end
zone for a big emphatic tally.
After an exchange of punts, Dartmouth started to
move amidst the encouragement of a few thousand
die-hards from the New Hampshire woods.
Ail-American candidate Jack Crouthamel hit for
three first downs to the B.C. 41. The other half of a
very capable combination then took over. Quarterback
Bill Gundy pitched a twenty yard strike to Bill Hibbs
on the Eagle 21. He then scampered to the 10 for
another first down.
Crouthamel came back to pick up five, and ended
the march by grabbing a Gundy aerial in the coffin
corner of the end zone.
Gundy then got too cocky and tried the B.C. middle,
but he went nowhere and the Green still trailed, 7-6.
Frank Robotti fumbled the next kickoff and Dartmouth recovered on the B.C. 20. This could have been
a decisive T.D. but the visitors muffed their chance.
After a three-yard run, three passes fell incomplete,
and Dartmouth's opportunity for an upset was gone.
In the next eleven minutes, B.C. scored twice to
salt victory number two away.
Starting from their own 17, the Eagles marched
87 yards in 22 plays for the second home score of
on

way
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Robinson goes for five as Robotti and Sullivan lead
(Heights Photo by Greg Burke)

way.

covered on the B.C. 17 by the alert Green defense.
In five plays, the visitors scored, Gundy hitting
Rozcyki for the final five yards. A two-point pass
play muffed and Dartmouth still trailed 28-12.
An exchange of downs found Dartmouth punting
from their own end zone. The long effort was run
back from the Green 47, to the 39 by Hogan. Amabile
then hoisted one to Robinson on the 31, and he rambled to the one yard line. Robotti belted over from
the one for his second score and Kirouac's point
after concluded the scoring for the day.
The B.C. win was the first over the men from
Hanover in three meetings, the span of which covers
58 years. Dartmouth was victorious in 1902 (45-0)
and in 1916 (32-6).
Footballs and nostalgia were both in the air last
Saturday.
Phil Langan

in fourth place. Sam Vincent took
ninth and Jack Ryan followed him
across the line in tenth place,
rounding out the first five B.C.
finishers. Tom Flynn, the manager,
and Wally Shields, who is a broad
jumper during the regular season,
continued to make a good showing
for the Maroon and Gold over the

have quieted down all the vitriolic-minded individuals who found time
to taunt.
Against Army, Villanova, and Dartmouth, Amabile found a maturity that was lacking against the Middies. He kept the Army guessing for a half, and sent Villanova and Dartmouth deeper into obscurity
with a brisk type of signal-calling.
This is not to imply that Amabile is "the man" among the varsity
heroes, but it does imply a value that few, if any, have realized.
When B.C. was in the midst of an eight and a half minute touchdown drive in the second period last Saturday (No Passes) Amabile
didn't make a bobble. He kept putting the ball through the stomachs
of Robotti, Hogan, and Co., in a variety of plays that mystified the
Dartmouth defense. Besides the ball-handling techniques, he hit on
six of nine passes during the day. A typical afternoon for the unappreciated quarterback at B.C.
THE ICEMAN COMETH
In twenty years at Boston College Snooks Kelley has had only
one losing season, two National championships, and eleven N.C.A.A.
tournament appearances. Out of the undergraduate competitors have
come the likes of Butch Songin, Lennie Ceglarski (coach at Clarkson),
Don Fox, and now the huge and
Red Martin.
In itself, this is an amazing record, but the real coloring comes
with the fact that B.C. uses New England talent only. No Canadian
wetbacks are smuggled in to ply their inherited talents. The local
Eagles are free from the taint of Royal help.
This year, with another banner winning percentage expected, the
story is the same. Hughes, Daley, Walsh, Martin, Smith, and company
are all from the N.E. area. Yet they hold their own and more when the
Sergeant Prestons wander in from upper New York and the other end
of Commonwealth Avenue.
The predictions last year placed B.C. in the fourth spot in eastern
hockey circles, primarily because there was no Canadian aid. During
the course of the season the gritty B.C. blades proceeded to lacerate
these presumptious choosings and wound up in the N.C.A.A. playoffs,
finally winning the Eastern Hockey Championship.
Johnny Mariucci, Minnesota hockey coach, and former N.H.L.
star, said last week that New England was the best spot in the U.S.
for hockey talent.
For twenty-seven years, Snooks Kelley has borne this out with
twenty-five winning seasons, eleven tourney appearances, and two
National championships.
There are no forged passports at McHugh Forum, and the Eagles
still produce against the best in the country.

against 41 for the Fairfield Frosh.
Larry Rawson led the parade by
winning in 12:55, setting a Freshman course record and came in
nearly a minute ahead of the second
place finisher, Mike Scully. Jim
McMahon, Jim Rinella and Jim
Owen took the next three places.
The amazing thing about this race
long race.
was that there were only 15 secThe next meet will be held this onds' difference between second and
Saturday at 2 p.m. at Franklin fifth place, which shows the
SHADES OF PURPLE
Park. At that time the Eagles will
strength of the B.C. yearling reSitting up in the Press Box last Saturday, (thank you Mr. Harvey)
try to make it four straight when
my right lobe caught a gurgling sound of denunciation. In the next
they go against Providence College. serves.
This year's freshman team seems box sat Cliff Keane, affectionately known as "Purple Pants" among
Freshmen Win In Sweep
The freshmen scored a sweep of to be one of the strongest in New his co-workers in Boston.
Cliff proceeded to belittle every B.C. athlete that was carried off
the first five places. They won by England and they have won all
the lowest possible score of 15 their meets by substantial margins. or walked on the field of Alumni Stadium.
Then at halftime, the public address sounded off the trouncing
that Holy Cross was absorbing. In the flash of the sun, I thought I
noticed a tear in the eyes of Mr. Keane, who could not understand
why his Crusaders were having their shields crushed at Worcester.
SYMPHONY HALL, Fri. Nov. 6,8:30 P. M.
The afternoon went on, and the attack continued going from John
Amabile to Jim O'Brien to Mike Holovak etc. The attack worsened
SARGENT-HOLLAND
as Holy Cross was being laced by Syracuse's professional-like reprepresents
sentatives.
In his column the next day, Mr. Keane asked whether anyone
could remember a Mike Holovak team throwing two passes in a row
at the start of a game. For Mr. Keane's information, it happens quite
often, if he cares to watch.
It must have been pure torture for Mr. Keane to sit there and see
$4.50, 3.50, 3.00, 2.50, 2.00, 1.60.
Tickets Now
Boston College gobble up Dartmouth, while the Purple was being laid
Mail Orders Accepted. Please enclose stamped,
to rest at Mt. St. James.
self-addressed envelope.
It seems to me that Mr. Keane was a bit unfair in his critiques
of the Eagle squad last Saturday. The acid-like remarks which are
always directed against the B.C. athletes are getting to be a little
boring and trite and seem to have the tart taste of sour grapes.
The ridicule increases but the proof is not behind it, Mr. Keane.

Kingston Trio
?
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By PHIL LANGAN, Sports Editor
Absent last week from all the ribbon-tied press notices was the
name of one John Amabile.
The plucky B.C. quarterback has been, in fact, an unknown entity
among Boston's fourth estate corps ever since he took over from the
fabled Don Allard last year.
In the midst of the Hogans, Caseys, and Kirouacs there is rarely
a whisper about the director of the local eleven. It was the same situation during the Fall meetings of 1958, when the New Jersey product
guided the Eagles through the formidable ranks of Miami, Clemson,
and Holy Cross.
The Cross had a quarterback named Greene who was supposed to
bury Mr. Amabile, talent-wise, in the annual battle of Jesuit trainees.
National television was focused in on the festivities but the results
expected were not forthcoming, as B.C. won and Greene was a far
distant second best. Yet John was still just the guy who took D. Allards

This Fall, after Navy had accepted victory number one, there were
a few barbs concerning John's ability. The past three games, however,

See BILL ELBERY, CBA "60"

Boston

THRU THE EAGLES EYE

place.

BC TIPS FAIRFIELD, 25-29

By TOM SHEEHAN
varsity won their race
The
against Fairfield by the very close
score of 26-29. Bob O'Leary continued to be unbeaten and outdistanced the field by over a minute.
He chopped nearly a whole minute
off the 4.2 mile Fairfield course
record with a 22:11 clocking. In
second place, not far behind the
record, was Captain Ed Quinn, who
was followed closely by Jim Duff
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HEIGHTS FOOTBALL CONTEST
predict the final score of the Boston College?Marquette
Igame
will be:
Boston College
Marquette
Boston College will gain

Yards by rushing.

Name
Year and Section

School
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Syracuse

Over "Cross"
By PAUL MUNSEY
College of Pacific 22 Marquette 13

Two teams with perfect records
on the West Coast Saturday night. Neither team had won
a game. COP (0-3) triumphed over
Marquette (0-4). Our next opponent suffered its fifth straight setback to the tune of 22-13. The Warriors came so close to winning but
their rally fell short. Weeks of
frustration could make them tough
customers this week.
Detroit 38 Xavier 14
The Titans got back in the win
column this week by defeating the
old Boston College nemesis, Xavier.
Detroit had an easy time ripping
the little Cincinnati school. The Titan record now stands at 3-2.
West Virginia 23 Pittsburgh 15
The fired-up Mountaineers from
West Virginia upset heavily favored Pitt by putting the clamps
on passing whiz Ivan Toncic. Quarterback Danny Williams paced the
Mountaineer attack, scoring one
touchdown and passing for another.
An unusual feature of the game
was the appearance of the West
Virginia kicking specialist, Johnny

clashed

Thackston.
Penn State 21 B.U. 12
A gallant effort to upset mighty
Penn State was staged by the Terriers of B.U. The Terriers came
up with two goal-line stands; they
turned two recovered fumbles into
touchdowns; but they also were
dealt two jokers in the forms of
pass interference and holding penalties. B.U. served notice that they
are a much better team than in
their opener against George Washington.
Syracuse 42

Holy Cross 6
As expected, the Number One
team jn the East rolled over crippled Holy Cross. The powerful
Orangemen gained revenge for defeats suffered the last two years.
Holy Cross scored early on a 55
yard run of a pass interception by
Dick Skinner. The closest the Cross
got to the Syracuse goal after that
was the Syracuse 38 yd. line. The
Purple had a net rushing average
of -28 yards. The Orange showed
no mercy in this game, handing
Holy Cross its worst defeat in three
years.

Miami 23

Navy 8

The Hurricanes of Miami outhustled Navy to the tune of 23-8.
Miami featured a hard-crashing
running attack to wear down the
Navy line. This was the Middies
third loss in a row.

Army 21 Duke 6
The combination of Joe Caldwell
to Bill Carpenter, well remembered
by Boston College fans, clicked for
the Army again. The West Pointers, before a Homecoming Day
crowd of 25,000, came up with a
strong aerial game to get back on
the victory road. Bill Carpenter
caught nine passes, an amazing
performance because he had sustained a finger separation and
could only use his left hand to
catch.
Miami (Ohio) 26

Villanova 6
Miami spoiled the debut of Villanova's new coach, Joe Rogers, by
handing the Wildcats their fifth
consecutive loss. An errant passing
attack and an injury-riddled de-

Warriors Test
Eagles Defense

Mississippi 26

Arkansas 6
Connecticut 8
Holy Cross 32
Columbia 15
Purdue 14
lowa 12
Illinois 20
Penn State 16
LSU 29
Florida 7
Pennsylvania 14
Navy 8
Texas Christian 28
Pittsburgh 14
Northwestern 21
Notre Dame 13
Harvard 26
Dartmouth 16
....

....

By M. CORKERY

.

21-15 to Pitt, one of the top teams
in the East, they should have won.
Nor does it tell that Pete Hall,
the Marquette quarterback, is
ranked as the number two passer
in the nation, and that he has three
very able receivers of his talented
tossing ready to roll tomorrow.
Even a slight touch of overconfidence could be disastrous for the
Eaglemen, whose admitted weak
point is pass defense.
Boston College, which goes into
the game with a 2-2 slate, has been
drilling on the guarding of the air
lanes during the past five days.
It is doubtful as we go to press
whether or not John Amabile, the
number one signal caller for the
BC Eleven, will be at top form for
the game. Amabile suffered a
bruised bone in last Saturday's
clash with Dartmouth.
"It didn't bother me at all after
the game, but it tightened up Sunday morning," said the quarterback.
Should' the popular QB be sidelined for the contest, it will be up
to George VanCott, a sophomore,
to lead the Eagles. VanCott has
seen plenty of action this year,
and has proved himself a capable
signal caller.
One point definitely in Boston's
favor is assistant coach John Druze.
Druze was head coach of the Marquette club during the last four
years, and is thoroughly acquainted
with the Warrior's personnel.
Druze said he felt that Marquette
would prove to be a much rougher
opponent than either Villanova or
Dartmouth. He had high praise for
the capabilities of several of the
Wisconsin school's players.
Lisle Blackbourn, who coached
Marquette four years ago, is again
back at the reins of the Warriors
after serving several years as head
coach of the Green Bay Packers.
With him he brought the slot-T
offense, which he used while directing the Packers. The slot-T involves
flanking the ends and shifting a
halfback into one of the end-tackle
holes, about a yard back of the line
of scrimmage.
This formation is much more
suitable for a passing offense than
is the straight T.
Fullback Frank Mestnik has carried the mail up the middle with
great success this year, and will
test the Eagle line as the opportunity is presented.

during most of the 60 minutes of
the game. Hubbard, who stands
6'l" and weighs 215, is equally outstanding on pass defense and pass
catching.
The Warrior forward wall is big
and fast. The starting- club, including backs, averages over 200 lbs.
Some of the top halfbacks on the
Marquette squad are Frank Reginelli, Silas Woods, Jim Webster,
and Tim Zhulkie.
It's been a disappointing season
for Marquette, but the Warriors
were playing out of their class in
their first four games.
The Blue and Gold, after losing
to Pitt, dropped a 14-0 decision to
Detroit, was bombed 44-6 by Wisconsin, lost 33-13 to Indiana, and
dropped a close one, 22-13, to COP.
Last year B.C. squeaked past
Marquette 21-13, even though the
Warriors had a mediocre 2-7-1 record while the Eagles had a respectable 7-3 slate.
The BC-Marquette series which
dates back to 1923, now stands tied
with each team having five wins,
one game having ended in a tie.
If Holovak's boys don't get overconfident, they should come out of
the game with their third victory.

'(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

LANGUAGE MADE SIMPLE: NO. 1
In this day of swift international communications, like radio,
television, and the raft, it becomes more and more important
to be solidly grounded in foreign languages. Accordingly, I
have asked the makers of Philip Morris whether I might not
occasionally forego levity in this column and instead use it for
a lesson in language.
"Of course, silly!" chuckled the makers of Philip Morris,
tousling my yellow locks. Oh, grand men they are, just as full
of natural goodness as the cigarettes they make, just as clean
and fresh, just as friendly, just as agreeable to have along in
all times and climes and places. "Of course, fond boy," laughed
the makers and tossed me up and down in a blanket until, giddy
with giggling, I bade them desist, and then we all had basins
of farina and smoked Philip Morrises and sang songs until the
campfire had turned to embers.
For our first lesson in language we will take up French. We
will approach French in the modern manner?ignoring the
tedious rules of grammar and concentrating instead on idiom.
After all, when we go to France, what does it matter if we can
parse and conjugate? What matters is that we should be able
to speak idiomatic conversationalFrench.
So, for the first exercise, translate the following real, true-tolife dialogue between two real, true-to-life Frenchmen named
Claude (pronounced Clohd) and Pierre (also pronounced CloM).

DAY

Tomorrow
CLAUDE: Good morning, sir. Can you direct me to the
nearest monk?
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B.C. 38, Dartmouth 14; John E.
Plynn, '61 A&S: B.C. 35, Dartmouth 14; Bill Manning, '61 A&S:
B.C. 36, Dartmouth 14. It was only

Gannon Wins
Grid Contest

"Tiger," though, who had the exact
score.
To stimulate interest, the conThe contest rolls on into the final
By JERRY FARRELL
weeks, and for the third consecutive test editors have atallgreat personal
expense acquired
the Arthur
If Mike Holovak, coach of Boston College, has tried to impress time, a contestant has successfully Milano drawings on campus, these,
anything on the minds of the members of his team this week, it's a predicted the exact score. Last along with the untiring and lasting
friendship of A. Thomas Arlotto,
pretty safe bet that one thing he has said and resaid was that a team's week it was Joseph "Tiger" Ganwill be given out as consolation
a
senior
from
non,
C.B.A.
who
hit
record is not necessarily indicative of its true ability.
prizes. Among Arthur's many subon the 35-12 outcome. Several were
jects have been Mike Holovak,
Marquette will come into Alumni Stadium tomorrow afternoon
close:
Brian Moron and Bradford Bachat 1:30 to keep an appointment with the Eagles.
Brian O'Connell, '61 CBA: B.C. roch, in retrospect, (or some reMany feel that a win will be a lead-pipe cinch for the local represpect)
34, Dartmouth 13; D. Richard Desentatives, but Coach Holovak is one of the first to realize that MarSo on it goes. The three winners
ware, '62 A&S: B.C. 38, Dartmouth to date; Bruce Golden, Lorraine
quette's 0-5 record does not tell the whole story.
14; Richard F. Johnson, '61 A&S: Alberetti, Joseph Gannon.
It does not tell what the scout-'
Larry Hubbard will be a
End
ing reports told. It does not say
in the side of Holovak's team
that although the Warriors lost thorn

fense brought the Wildcats' downfall. Still winless, Villanova is undergoing its most dismal football
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PIERRE: I have regret, but I am a stranger here myself.
CLAUDE: Is it that you come from the France?
PIERRE: You have right.
CLAUDE: I also. Come, let us mount the airplane and return
ourselves to the France.
PIERRE: We must defend from smoking until the airplane
elevatesitself.
CLAUDE: Ah, now it has elevated itself. Will you have a
Philippe Maurice?
PIERRE: Mercy.
CLAUDE: How many years has the small gray cat of the
sick admiral?
PIERRE: She has four years, but the tall brown dog of the
short blacksmith has only three.
CLAUDE: In the garden of my aunt it makes wa. -m in the
summer and cold in the winter.
PIERRE: What a coincidence! In the garden of my aunt too!
CLAUDE: Ah, we are landing. Regard how the airplane
depresses itself.
PIERRE: What shall you do in the France?
CLAUDE: I shall make a promenade and see various sights
of cultural significance, like the Louvre, the Tomb of Napoleon,
and the Eiffel Tower
What shall you do?
PIERRE: I shall try to pick up the stewardess.
"so m». shuimu
©
CLAUDE: Long live the France!
...

*

*

»

Et vice aussi les Marlboros et les Alpines, les cigarettes tres
bonnes, tres agreables, tres magniliques, et les sponsors de
cette column-la.

sj*tgf|tH
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Bellow Contest Young Poets Series
Physics Dept.
Adds New Prof Deadline Oct. 31 Slated For Spring
Boston College has added to its
Department of Physics Dr. Robert
L. Becker and Dr. Robert L. Carovillano as Associate Professors of
Physics. Dr. Becker has been an
Assistant Professor at the University of Kentucky after completing
his doctoral studies at the University of Wisconsin; his teaching and
research work at Boston College
will center around an experimental
nuclear program in which a small
accelerator is being built for a
study of low energy nuclear collisions. Dr. Carovillano recently
completed studies at the University
of Indiana; he will continue his
research work in nuclear theory.

Students! Select
Next Campus Play
The Dramatic Society is conducting a survey this week to determine
which plays the student body would
like to see performed.
Although their first production
of the year, Henry IV, Part One,
will not be presented until November 20th and 21st, the group is
making plans for the next play.
The results of this survey will be a
great asset in selecting the forthcoming productions.
The society asks each student
either to complete the ballot below
or fill in his choice on an ordinary
sheet of paper. When selections are
made, deposit them in the specially
marked boxes located in the foyer
of Lyons Cafeteria and Campion

Hall.
1. Sabrina Fair

\u25a1

2. The Potting Shed

\u25a1

3. Shadow of a Gunman

\u25a1

4. Cave Dwellers

\u25a1

5. Others

\u25a1

One-act play manuscripts entered in the Waldo Bellow Memorial Award contest must reach the
judging committee by October 31.
Only one prize, of one hundred
dollars, will be presented; but the
YM & YWHA of Philadelphia may
negotiate with the authors for acquisition of whether or not a play

is a winner.
Each manuscript must be accompanied by a letter from the author.
All manuscripts must be addressed

to the Waldo
Award Theatre
YM/YWHA, 401
Philadelphia 47,

Bellow Memorial
Arts Committee,
South Broad St.,
Pennsylvania. Information about format may be
obtained from Dr. Leonard Casper,
409 Lyons.

Thompson Briefs
Delta Sigma Pi

The Boston College English
Academy has announced that there
will be included in this year's
schedule a series of four readings
by younger American poets. On
February 14, March 3, March 31,
and April 29, the Academy will
sponsor four distinguished poets
in selected readings from their
works. The names of the authors
will be announced soon.
This ambitious project heralds
the second year of the English
Academy, which is made up of 30
members appointed by Professor
Leo J. Hines, moderator. The membership is comprised of English
majors who are upperclassmen.
Besides the "Younger Poets
Series," the year's schedule includes faculty lectures and papers
by member students. For all activities, the academy extends a
"Come one, come all" to the faculty, student body, and their
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Complete Picture of A&S
Shown in Close Analysis
Twenty-one students, under the
of the Reverend John
Bapst S.J., the first president of
Boston College, enrolled in the
College of Arts and Sciences on
September 5, 1864.
The academic program of the
college concentrated on the liberal
arts, leading either to a Bachelor
of Arts or to a Bachelor of Science
degree.
At present, although the main
objective of the college has not
varied, the number of students has
greatly increased. According to the
Dean's office, 1622 students are
now members of A&S, 620 of whom
are Freshmen, 372 are Sophomores,
286 are Juniors and 344 are
guidance

Seniors.
In the field of science there are
657 students who are majoring in

Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics, Physics, Pre-medical or
Tentatively, the rest of the pro- Pre-dental fields of concentration.
Their studies include mathematics,
gram stands as follows:
topics selected from algebra, geThe Boston College Chapter of Oct. 29?Prof. Leo Hines,
Delta Sigma Pi, international pro"The poetry of W. B. Yeats," ometry, Trigonometry, science,
English, and other standard
fessional business fraternity, was
a lecture
courses.
recently visited by Mr. Jim ThompNov. 12?Prof. John Sullivan,
son, executive secretary of the
The Economics course has the
"The Novels of Thomas Love
organization from the main office
largest enrollment, numbering 239
Peacock," a lecture
in Oxford, Ohio.
students. This major provides a
Nov. 25?a student program
background training for a career
Mr. Thompson outlined the variDec. 3?Profs. Hirsh, Wells and in business, law, finance, adminisous changes and additions which
D. McCarthy,
tration, and similar professions.
would take place in the fraternity
"Boethius' Consolation," a
coming
this
year. He also menThe History and Government
panel
tioned the highlights of the NaDepartment has 220 undergradutional Convention held at Cincinnati Dec. 17?Prof. Charles L. Regan, ates. Sequences of courses prepare
"The Fifteenth Century Chau- the students for law, foreign servthis past summer. This was the
cerians," a lecture
first of a number of professional
ice, government administration and
and social meetings for Delta this Jan. 7 ?a student program
the teaching of social studies.
year.
Feb. 18?Profs. Sumberg, Cautela
The Pre-legal course, established
and J. Mahoney,
this year, boasts 106 students. This
"The Death-Wish in 19th Cen- education enables the future law
tury European Literature," a
student to develop clear reasoning
panel
power; ability to appreciate the
Mar. 16?Prof. Francis McDermott, moral, social, and economic prob"English War Poetry," a paper
lems involved in the administration
Apr. 14?Rev. Daniel Dwyer, S.J., of justice in the modern society; a
"Hart Crane," a lecture
facility of accurate expression and
a mature balance of judgment.
?
There are 155 English majors,
and although these are not primarily trained for any specific
vocation, they will be active in
teaching, writing, public relations,
advertising and business.
Sociology is the choice of 65 students. This course forms a basis for
guests.
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S.P.E.B.S.Q.S.A.?
There are societies for the preservation of everything from wildlife to ancient culture, but one
particularly worth noting is the
"Society For the Preservation and
Encouragement of Barber Shop
Quartet Singing in America Inc."
The Boston Chapter of this organization is currently preparing a
grand program, scheduled for November 21 at 8:00 P.M. in Symphony
Hall. The guest stars include The
Evans Quartets, 2nd place medalists from Salt Lake City, Utah, the
Short Cuts of Miami, Florida; and
of course the famed Four Rascals,
International Semi-Finalists from
Lynn, Mass. The Boston Barbershop Chorus will lend harmony and
variety to the program. This
eleventh annual festival of Barbershop singing is a ring-ding opportunity for B.C. students to increase
their appreciation of a fine old
American tradition.

further study, either in teaching
in the field of social work.

Fifty-three undergraduates are
majoring in a modern language.

The students have a choice of
French, Spanish or German. In
addition to the teaching profession,
other areas open to Modern Language students are the diplomatic
service, official translation and interpretation and foreign trade.
The Psychology course is designed to meet the needs of three
classes of students: First, those
who wish a broad cultural background in the study of human personality; second, those who wish
to acquire a thorough training in
Psychology as majors in anticipation of professional undergraduate
study; finally those who wish a
basic understanding of human behavior as a supplement to some
other major field of concentration.
There are 49 students in this course.
Thirty undergraduates are majoring in the Classics to gain cultural formation or general education. Seniors and Juniors in this
course are prepared for their vocations such as teaching and law.
The Natural
Science course
touches on geology, physical
science, and chemistry and gives
the student a general knowledge of
the universe and its elements.
There are 16 enrolled in this course.
There are 5 Philosophy majors,
3 of whom are Juniors, a Senior,
and one Freshman. The chief
objective of this major is to understand the component historical
elements that contribute to the
formation of a great mind. To intensify this study, minor subjects,
such as psychology, history, and

mathematics are offered.
There are 13 special students
who are in fields of concentration
that are not specific major fields
and will pursue their own vocation
from these studies.
The enrollment in the College of
Arts and Sciences for the Academic
year 1958-1959 was 1,504. The enrollment for this year is 1,622, an
increase of 118 undergraduates.
Each student has an ideal in mind,
each has a specific goal and vocation to work for.

Biology Lecture Next
Tuesday In Devlin
Rev. William D. Sullivan S.J.,
Chairman of the Boston College
Department of Biology, will be the
guest speaker at a lecture to be
given Tuesday, October 27, at
4:00 P.M.
His talk, entitled "The Trigger
Mechanism of Cell Division," is
sponsored by the Boston College
Club of the Society of the Sigma
Chi.

This address will be given in
Room 8, Devlin Hall. All persons
interested may attend.

Available Soon
"Cross" Stickers
In order to foster school spirit
and show an active interest in the
outcome of the B.C. Holy Cross
game, the students of Boston College will be able to buy bumper
stickers with the slogan "Beat the
-

Cross."

These stickers will go on sale
at the Pittsburg game, Nov. 7,
under the sponsorship of the Senior
Class Council. The price will be
$ .15 each or two for $ .25.
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